PROCESS OPTIMIZATION

GLASS CLASS: A HEAVY COURSE LOAD ON SAFETY

Moving packs of glass that weigh four tons per unit safely and reliably from a delivery truck to a storage rack is a difficult proposition for even the most experienced glass fabricators. So, when a new glass fabricator faced continuous safety and breakage issues trying to accomplish that task, they turned to Vitro Glass for help.

Vitro Glass immediately dispatched a two-man team from its Wichita Falls plant. Using years of experience in their own facility, the pair quickly got workers at the new plant up-to-speed on how to safely and effectively offload glass from the truck to the plant, including all the nuances of minimizing sway with an overhead crane and delicately setting 8,000-pound glass packs on a storage rack.

Since being schooled in the Vitro Glass class, the facility has reported zero offloading problems, which has increased both the safety and profitability of the new venture.